
Fill in the gaps

Illegal by Shakira & Santana

Who  (1)__________  have thought that you could hurt me

The way you've  (2)________  it, so deliberate, so determined

And since you have been gone

I bite my nails for days

And hours, and  (3)________________  my own questions on

and on

So  (4)________  me now

Tell me now, why you're so far away

When I'm still so close

You don't even know the  (5)______________  of the words

I'm sorry

You said you would love me  (6)__________  you die

And as far as I know you're  (7)__________  alive, baby

You don't even know the  (8)______________  of the words

I'm sorry

I'm  (9)________________  to believe

It  (10)____________  be  (11)______________  to deceive a

woman's heart

I  (12)__________  so hard to be attentive

To all you wanted,  (13)____________  supportive, always

patient

What did I do wrong

I'm wondering for days and hours

It's clear, it isn't here where you belong

Anyhow

Anyhow, I wish you both all the best

I hope you get along

But you don't  (14)________  know the meaning of the words

I'm sorry

You said you  (15)__________  love me until you die

And as far as I know you're still alive, baby

You don't  (16)________  know the meaning of the words I'm

sorry

I'm starting to believe

It should be illegal to  (17)______________  a woman's heart

You don't even know the  (18)______________  of the words

I'm sorry

You said you would love me  (19)__________  you die

And as far as I  (20)________  you're still alive, baby

You don't even know the meaning of the  (21)__________  I'm

sorry

I'm  (22)________________  to believe

It should be  (23)______________  to  (24)______________ 

a woman's heart

Open heart,  (25)________  heart

It should be illegal to deceive a woman's heart

Open heart, open heart

It  (26)____________  be illegal to deceive a woman's heart
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Fill in the gaps

Answer
1. would

2. done

3. question

4. tell

5. meaning

6. until

7. still

8. meaning

9. starting

10. should

11. illegal

12. tried

13. always

14. even

15. would

16. even

17. deceive

18. meaning

19. until

20. know

21. words

22. starting

23. illegal

24. deceive

25. open

26. should
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